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If you decided to take a taxi, you should avoid touts operating in front of every airport
arrival terminal (it can be rather unsafe and pricey, as in any city of the world). Better
book or even prebook a car from the official taxi company. We suggest participants
to download the Gett Mobile Application (supported by iPhone, iPad, and Android) upon
their arrival to Moscow.
You can track your driver on the map in real-time mode

The App is available both in Russian and English
Any taxi ride can be paid by the credit card online, instantly and commission-free

It is possible to book a taxi for a certain hour in advance or for now

Offered options and the App Menu

If you want to be met with a banner (with your name marked on it) in the airport
you have to drop a comment for your driver

In case you need to be met with a banner in the airport, you have to pay the parking cost
additionally, according to the existing fares in the airport
The ride rates around Moscow

If any trouble with
+7 (499) 999 08 39

your

request

arises

please

contact

the “CustomerCare”

The Customer Support works 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days a year (even
during the Holidays).
Just push the button on your phone and there will always be someone on the other side
of the line to help you.
При нажатии на ссылку ‘Uber’ должно появляться следующее описание (ссылки на
скачивание приложений крайне желательно оставить):

Uber
The popular Uber service is also presented in Moscow. You can download the
application from App Store, Google Play and Microsoft Store.
You can track your driver on the map in real-time mode

The App is available both in Russian and English
Any taxi ride can be paid by cash, the credit or debit card online or PayPal, instantly
and commission-free

It is possible to shedule a taxi for a certain hour or for now

When requesting uberX or UberBLACK at the airport, you'll be asked to confirm your
terminal and door number. Reference the app to note your driver’s vehicle model and
license plate number. Be on the lookout as he or she approaches.

Request your ride once you've collected your luggage from baggage claim and are ready
to step outside. Then use the app to select your pickup location. Your driver's vehicle has
room for up to four people and their luggage.
If any trouble with your request arises please contact the Uber Help (the link is in the
App).

